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At this time, George and William, father and son, and Richard and Olivia, father and
daughter, were already on the spot as if struck by lightning.
Hearing the conversation between Charlie and Abbas, they all understood a shocking secret:
Wanlong Palace must have already submitted to Charlie now, and Abbas must now be
Charlie’s subordinate! Otherwise, Abbas would never be so respectful to Charlie!
Thinking of this, a few people were extremely frightened!
They realized now that Charlie had always been pretending to be a pig and eating a tiger!
When he came, everyone thought that wade Family had been bitten by the Wanlong Palace
for half their lives and the scenery was no longer there.
But who would have thought that the truth of the matter should be such a super reversal!

Not only did the wade family not lose any property, on the contrary, Charlie also took the
entire Wanlong Temple in his bag!
For the wade Family, this is just as powerful as a tiger!
William can’t wait to slap himself to death at this moment.

If it’s not good to provoke, you must go to provoke Charlie!
With Charlie’s current strength, even with ten selves or one hundred selves, it is impossible
to be his opponent…
Even his own family is just a small rubbish in front of the wade family!
At this moment, Charlie ignored the horror of the group and called Ito Nanako again.

On the other end of the phone, Nanako Ito said excitedly and respectfully: “Charlie, are you
in Northern Europe now? Why did you call me suddenly?”
Charlie smiled and said, “Nanako, I have a fund that I want to inject into Shipping. You have
to give me a bank account of the Ito family. I will call you the money, and then you can
inject money into Yisu Shipping for me.”
Nanako said without hesitation: “No problem, Charlie wait a moment, I will send you the
account information.”
“Okay.” Charlie said, “I still have to call Miss banks and talk to her later.”
“good!”
At this time, everyone in front of them was even more shocked and speechless.
Who would have thought that even the famous Ito family in Japan would treat Charlie
respectfully and obediently!
At this time, Charlie called Zara banks again.
Zara banks answered the phone and said respectfully: ” Mr. wade, do you have any
instructions for me at this time?”
Charlie said, “Zara , Yisu Shipping, I want to inject capital to expand the scale. This company
is a partnership between the two of us, so I would like to ask if you are willing to continue to
inject capital.”
Zara banks said without hesitation: “If you let me inject capital, then I will inject capital!”

